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Follow your hearts to bring good to the world
MUIMUN meets Experts

A tradition during MUIMUN is the reoccurrence
of workshops during one afternoon of the conference
week. Delegates have the opportunity to gain firsthand experience and acquire valuable skills. There is
hardly a better way to learn about disaster response
or how to negotiate successfully than spending some
time with lecturers and experts sharing their experiences and knowledge with the MUIMUN family.
In Leadership during Outbreaks Ashis Brahma first
shared many touching and shocking experiences of his
life while working with Doctors Without Borders. However, he passionately encouraged the participants to believe in themselves and follow their hearts to bring good
to the world. After splitting people into three groups, he
confronted them with a simulated Ebola outbreak. Brahma called upon them to figure out a response encouraging them to think creatively but also highlighting the
importance of understanding local perspectives and cultural customs. According to Brahma, working in groups
helps people to learn appreciating each other’s talents,
to let others even shine for the sake of finding a quick
solution.
In the Rise and Fall of International Criminal Justice Prof. Bettina Weißer took everyone on a journey
through the history of international criminal justice. She
discussed current challenges and enlivened the debate by
including a small court simulation.
Arne Molfenter presented possibilities on how to pursue A career with the United Nations. During her workshop Is ‘gender-based development’ just a buzzword?,
Ettie Bailey-King confronted the participants with the

issue of gender-based inequality, often resulting in social
and political exclusion.
Delegates noticed that International co-operation and
international ethical and technical standards in disaster
response by pediatrician and ICRC delegate Joachim
Gardemann would not just be a speech. More, it was an
inspiring lecture on the meaning of humanity, neutrality,
and independence. Later the delegates built a table top
refugee camp realising soon it is not just about putting
up some tents.
Essential to the success of every MUNer, but also
handy in the business context, are solid Negotiation
Skills. Lecturer Henning Höber enabled participants to
play different roles in simulations and reflect their behaviour afterwards. Focus was led on the important role of
symbolic gestures in a relationship.
By Jacky Westermann
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The Many Faces of MUIMUN
Delegates: Shehan Zafar and Sydney Spencer

What does it need to be a delegate? Two of the most
active delegates from the Human Rights council know:
Shehan Zafar from the university of Punjab (Pakistan),
who represents Ethiopia, and Sydney Spencer, Co-head
delegate of Howard Payne University (USA), who represents the Russian Federation.
Why did you choose MUIMUN? Do you have some
MUN experience? What is different here?
Spencer: It‘s my fourth MUN, and my second MUIMUN. Last year in the HCR I met so many nice people
that I had to come back. And the HCR perfectly matches my triple major in civil policy, global studies and
social work.
Zafar: This is my seventh MUN, but my first international and my first one in Germany. I also joined several palamentary debates in Pakistan, and after this my
delegation will attend the mediterranian MUN in Antalya. I noticed quickly that the debates here are different
from the ones at home. There we get into the topics
more deeply and discuss more key issues before writing
a resolution. Also rules of procedure are slightly different. And I think it is sad that too many people here are
misrepresenting their countries.
Do you join the socials? What makes you get up early
in the next morning to be on time for the committee

sessions?
Spencer: Yes, I join the socials. They are amazing,
you finally get to know people. I found so many friends
there! But getting up the morning afterwards... Well,
coffee helps. A LOT of coffe! And chocolate... Today
India gave me some choclate, that was nice!
Zafar: I guess she gave me chocolate too... So, is
this a try of bribery? I join the socials too. The Pakistani
delegation rocked the dancefloor at the Global Village
Party! We danced in the middle with people circling
around us. What gets me up in the mornings is the fact
that I have reached a level I don‘t want to get below. In
five out of six MUNs I participated in I got the award
for being the best delegate – it‘s no option to be late.
Spencer: That is another good point of socials! You
get to know so much new stuff. I never heard that kind
of music before, so I wasn‘t really sure what I was doing while dancing, but it was nice!
How much did you prepare before coming here?
Spencer: We started preparing in February. We met
once a week - since this is a real course at our university, we even get credit points for the preperation. And
as a co-head delegate I corrected all my delegations‘
papers...
Zafar: That was different with me. I did not prepare
anything until the first evening of the conference. I trusted on my experience and my common sense.
In the HRC things get more and more serious, debate
is heating up. How is it to meet the other delegates
outside of the sessions?
Spencer: Partying together works out pretty well!
We tried to dance with everyone who doesn‘t agree
with us to get some votes.
Zafar: True, partying together is totally no problem.
However I don‘t use it to get votes but to talk about
soccer with Germans.
By Lia Rodehorst
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Spinning heads and bursts of laughter
Pub Quiz

No other pub quiz has ever been as sought after
as this year’s one. More than 200 people flocked in
droves to the Uferlos yesterday night. And that for
good reason: this MUIMUN quiz had much to offer.
Not only did the participants get to enjoy a professional live dance performance by the organisation
team, they also had the honour to watch Oscarworth scenes acted by the creative minds behind this
pub quiz Jule Möllmann, Tobias Nüssing and Katja
Philipps. The questions came from a range of fields:
chemistry, world politics, royals, arts, pop, geography, music, history, jewelry and MUIMUN related
wisdom was tested.
The wheat was seperated from the chaff, when only
the noblest could name three noble elements, only the
MUIMUN geeks knew the name of this year’s conference patron, only the good chairs could name the
first motion and only the world-travellers could allocate international tube maps. Gossip MUIMUN was
present as well and happy to publish all the rumours
people shared with her. But one highlight of yesterday’s
night was probably the collective singing of songs like
Adele’s Hello or Taylor Swift‘s Shake it Off. Everyone
without ear plugs is probably still slightly deaf while
reading this sentence.
Although many cheering groups were quite certain
of their victory, there can only be one winner in the

end. Congratulations to The Hateful 6! You have won
this years pub quiz with 56 points. Also congratulations to the runner up, the Pubrica-Banana-Crew (53.0
points) and the 3rd place I just quizzed my pants (52.5
points)!
Thanks a lot to Katja, Jule and Tobias for your creativeness, your exquisite selection of questions and for
your brilliant acting scenes!
By Elisa Benker

UN Women: Between hope and despair
The general attitude is finally on the right track
towards solving the serious problems of women and
children in developing countries. Many promising
solutions emerge, honorable delegates summarised
the problems facing women and children especially
in rural areas in developing countries and two scenarios were configured to solve them: education and
economic empowerment of women to be self-dependent.
Violence against women and girls is rooted in
gender-based discrimination and social norms and
gender stereotypes that perpetuate such violence. Given
the devastating effects violence has on women, efforts
have mainly focused on responses and services for survivors. However, the best way to end violence towards
women and girls is to prevent it from happening in the
first place by addressing its roots and structural causes.
Since UN-Women works around the world, it has
a unique vantage point in bringing together the expertise and understanding of which measures can prevent
violence and assist survivors. UN-Women have collected an extensive body of knowledge, from developing
comprehensive national laws to executing successful
awareness campaigns. There are growing number of
countries taking action to end violence drawing on our
information resources that help identifying the most effective strategies.
A girl or a woman in school is realising her funda-

mental human right to an education. She also has a far
greater shot at realising her full potential throughout
her life, becoming better equipped to secure a decent,
well-paid job, for instance, or leave a violent home.
Education is essential for women to attain gender
equality and become leaders of change. At the same
time, educated women benefit entire societies. They
make substantial contributions to flourishing economies and the improved health, nutrition and education
of their families.
By Tamar Khatiashvili
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PoW: Big steps forward

The third day in the debates revolving around
European peace is marked by several big decisions.
Although some people seem a bit tired, it was probably a long night of discussing.
That does not stop the eager envoys in their endeavour to set the borders for a new Europe.
While the issues around Dutch independence seem
to be resolved, there is a new field of conflict: Both, the
Holy Roman Empire and the Kingdom of France do not
want to accept any area losses and so the tensions on the
catholic side are still in existence.
The envoys try to address these burdens with several informal negotiations and the discussions appear

to be fruitful. One of the most important suggestions
coming up is the idea of establishing a buffer zone between France and the Holy Roman Empire, named the
Kingdom of Lothringen. Both sides are expected to stay
back and avoid all claims on the territory.
The Electorate of Saxony claims that such a buffer
zone existed before and did not stop the war. He refers
to the Kingdom of Burgundy. Venice replies that this
point is not valid since the last King of the country died
and no successor was found. Otherwise, the Kingdom
would still exist till the very day.
Furthermore, Venice repeats its urgent warning and
calls upon all envoys: A united Europe is most crucial
for lasting security. The threat from the Turks is getting
bigger and so, Venice and France renewed their alliance
and the latter declared war on the enemy coming from
Osmania.
After a long and stressful session, the first decisions
are finally made. The Netherlands officially gain full
independence from Spain and a buffer zone between
France and the HRE is established.Also, Sweden receives half of Mecklenburg and several other areas in the
northern HRE.
Furthermore, trade barriers shall be lifted upon
achievement of full peace.And so, an important step towards a final resolution is made.
By Johannes Huland

SC: Back to negotiation

After unexpected serious indications in their decision-making ability and unacceptable conditions
concerning their hearing of evidence regarding the
International Criminal Court (ICC), the Security
Council unanimously decides to defer their case on
the prosecution of President Noor-Irshad. “Their
abilities directly lead to the ouster of their jurisdiction”, says Chair Millmann at April 1st.
Back to topic the council drops his fruitful and analytical debate and stickle at trifles instead of tackling
the continuous threat of ISIS to put down the maker
against terrorism. And even their current weaknesses in
collaboration strengthen the terror regimes in a symbo-

lic way. Although at least seven draft working papers
are submitted, in the morning they report a fall in progress and achieve no success in their regional groups.
Obviously they are pressing pause, not in work, but in
negotiation, and slow the debate. In this dead-end policy some states raise the motion to adjourn the debate
and focus on the next topic on modes of warfare and
international supervision. But with renewed confidence
the majority of the delegates finds one´s way back to
negotiation and prevents the approaching big failure.
The still remaining controversial points are in the
wording of the contract and flow into a conflict between Western nations and the Russian federation. Also
the Russian federation sees the gradual achievements as
necessary for international security, but they condemn
the funding of non-state-actors and demand for a better
control of arms trade and financial support of rebels.
“Through no money on terror groups”, says Russia with
the threat to use its veto-power. Another interpretation
of the current situation comes from the United Kingdom and Northern Island. They deny allegations that
they arbitrarily support groups in Syria. With regard to
the Russian history they defend their holding up of the
arms embargo against Lebanon. “It is frustrating to see
the holding up of the progress because of national interests” explains the UK.
By Lukas Splitthoff
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HRC: Cold War
After some troubles with the conference room‘s
door, the session of the Human Rights Council finally started a few minutes behind schedule with all
delegates present.
While discussing the topic of extra-judicial killings
and arbitrary executions in the Middle East, the HRC
did not make real progress today. In the beginning of
the session at least most of the delegates agreed on the
necessity to send a panel into the affected states.
But things changed within the committee: In the last
days, the split in two blocks has not been as clear as it
was today. While Qatar is blocking the resolution, because “we have seen western interventions in Iraq, Iran
and Afghanistan – that‘s why our main interest is to
prevent interventions”, while countries like the United
Kingdom pointed out, that it was not in their interest
to invade the Middle Eastern countries – but to “help.”
China wants the board to be made up mainly of Chinese and Russian Experts and some from Saudi Arabia,
based on cultural similarities between the “countries
of the East.” The USA expressed the opinion, that this
board would be – based on the international corruption
index – an “expert board of corruption, not of democracy” and emphasised their point to send experts on their
own, and also asked to remember their “friends Jordan
and Israel”, who should be part of the progress too.
This led to a continued entrenchment of positions,
with both blocks within the committee setting up their

own working papers which will hopefully be passed tomorrow. There is also a small “neutral” group that tries
to mediate between both blocks to make a resolution
possible, but it does not look like they are about to be
successful. The plan of Kazakhstan and its allies is not
to set up a panel. These states don‘t really see the point
in that, since they want all countries to be treated as individuals – and if there should be a board, it should be
made up of people of these countries and independent
UN experts, as Botswana asks.
By Lia Rodehorst

ICC: Witness accounts and an abrupt ending
Judges and councils spent the morning of the
courts first April session viewing evidence, both in
print form but also in the form of personal witness
accounts. With these reports being presented, the
events in Belair became more perceptible and one
began to grasp the dimension of terror that had
gripped the country for example in 2004.
A red cross nurse who had spent one year in the Salehr region, spoke to the judges about sieges upon cities, warning shots fired upon aid convoys, which were
trying to supply aid to those in need, bad conditions in
refugee camps and accounts of people falling victim to
sickness and battle wounds.
Another witness which caused quite a bit of an upstir
amongst the judges was Kawucza Mama, a local elder
who was called upon. Being of considerable age, Mama
was unable to communicate in English and - unable to
get hold of a translator - Judge Hatas stepped in and
- since speaking a similar dialect - was able to translate
for the councils and bench.
Both witnesses had to endure much, with defence
and prosecution both involved in extensive questioning
- about heritage, culture and acquaintances of the witnesses, as well as trying to extract exact accounts of the
eruptions of violence - and with questions and objections flying across the room, the judges too joined in
the debate.
Going through the different accusations stated by

the prosecution, the court moved to another preliminary vote on the different accounts of crimes stated in the
Rome Statute.
The further submission of evidence was however
cut short by a new actor, as a representative of the SC
arrived, bringing along a newly adopted resolution, deferring the case at hand and leaving judges and chairs
open-mouthed, appalled and unsure how they were now
supposed to continue with their session.
By Sem Wiegand
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HCR: “It is about saving lives!”

After an obligatory April fools (which left almost everybody in shock due to the chairs’ convincing argumentation), UNHCR is quickly back into
work mode.
During a moderated caucus, Turkey reminds his fellow delegates of the contribution refugees have made
to societies that enabled them to shine: Architect Dame
Zaha Mohammad Hadid, or world-known Steve Jobs,
just to name two, perfectly resemble the benefits respective hosting societies can gain, when integrating
successfully. Lebanon voices his concerns regarding a
potential change of US policy due to possible results
of the Presidential Elections, especially regarding the

support of possible safe zones, an idea introduced prior.
The Russian Federation appeals to UNHCR to urgently
lay focus on Syria and the Syrian refugees, and is backed by Pakistan, whose delegate calls for safe zones to
be established in Syria first, to then function as an example to other areas in the world. The delegate of Italy,
however, sharply reminds everyone that a safe zone can
only be a first step, creating a long term perspective for
refugees should not be disregarded.
Some quarrels appear in the picture, mainly caused
by accusations and denial between Germany and Poland, and Hungary and Turkey. However, as UNHCR is
a 100% committee, meaning e v e r y delegation is constantly contributing productively, two sides are formed
quickly and the working papers are being polished up.
It is lovely to see the delegates of the USA, the Russian Federation, China, Germany and Pakistan working
in unison towards a possible solution, the main focus
being the financial and safety part of protection zones.
The other group around Canada and Turkey see it as a
global task to tackle the refugee crisis and to share the
burden, therefore to distribute globally, with population
growth being a possible indicator.
The next session will reveal, if the countries are able
to incorporate all interests and aspects in a draft resolution, possibly following the main characteristic of the
mother organisation, to work and solve united.
By Jacky Westermann

ECOFIN: Carbon credit

With CO2 emissions destroying the atmosphere
every passing day and countries specifically developed countries unable to follow the Kyoto Protocol, it
is becoming hard to save the planet from global warming and pollution. So, on day three of MUIMUN
the ECOFIN committee is discussing the Kyoto protocol and particularly the carbon credit caused by
the production electricity.
In a moderated caucus developed and developing
member states at first are discussing the use of coal and
carbon credit markets. While Greece and some other

member states are pressing upon the usage of coal by
developing countries as a source for energy generation,
Uruguay on the other hand is recommending focusing
on all energy resources instead of focusing only on coal.
Norway on the other hand suggests that the committee
members should start with coal first while Costa Rica
suggests that the committee members should no stick to
only one segment.
A very interesting point is raised by Lithuania who
is suggesting that Coal Power Plants shall be punished
through taxes. In the end Syria places a suggestion that
developing countries shall send certificates to developed member states and try to invest money that they receive from them in building renewable energy plants.
There is an unmoderated caucus at the committee
session on the 3rd day as well. Later on Greece raises a
point of motion suggesting that the committee discusses
finding of unmoderated caucus in a 15 mins moderated
caucus with 1 ½ minute speaker’s time. This is granted
by the committee chair.
In this session Costa Rica’s expresses its opinion
that there should be a flow of money for renewable energy and that coal shall be kept as secondary resource of
fuel. The committee will discuss more on carbon credit
and the consumption of fossil fuels in the next days.
By Fayeza Yahya
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CEPAL: Working at night
The highly motivated delegates of CEPAL probably belong to the most enthusiastic and ambitious
delegates in the history of this committee, which was
established in 2011 as we learned at the Pub Quiz
yesterday evening.
In the beginning of the session there were not just
one but two resolutions ready to discuss. They must
have put enormous effort into their work to write a paper during the night of the Global Village. But for now
there are resolutions by the delegates from Chile and
Bolivia as well as from the USA and Costa Rica.
Debating the proposals also implies debating corruption and climate change. While some delegates emphasise the economic and moral necessity to fight corruption, other states stick more to the original topic and
try to focus on environmental issues. Argentina admits
that security and corruption belong to the controversial
and current issues in the region but insists on concentrating on measures to tackle climate change. In this field,
the resolutions have some common elements such as
the improvements during emergency situations and the
environmental situation. The differences are in this
case more about the taken measures and the question
whether a certain percentage or initiatives like subsidies are a better way to reach the aim. What could be a
challenging point is part of the second resolution from
the USA and Costa Rica: The guarantee from the politicians to act without thinking on individual interests by

giving more political rights to the city inhabitants is a
proposal Venezuela is not very likely to accept in this
way.
But nevertheless it could be a possible way to combine the two existing versions in order to reach an overwhelming majority among the states at CEPAL. This
would give them time to focus on the second topic, the
role of foreign investments into natural resources for
the development in South America.
By Patrick Gwinner

DISEC: Three unions but no agreement
Again the main topic of DISEC is the definition of
terrorism, but whereas on Thursday there had been
just a few substantial results, now the committee is
working on the first work papers.
Just in the beginning of the session the committee
goes into an unmoderated working phase where the delegations form three big unions. The first one is a merger of western countries but also includes nations like
Japan or Israel. The second one is formed by autocratic
regimes or countries which are reproached of hosting
terrorists such as Pakistan or Syria and the third one is
the union of the African states which was already formed during last session.
Probably it will not be easy to find a general definition but at least there are some similarities between all
groups. All agree that terrorism threats the lives of civilians, that all intelligence services have to work closer
together and that all parties want to prevent terrorists
from using chemical weapons.
Nevertheless there still will be some discussions especially between the group of the western countries and
the second one. New Zealand for example pointed out
that they will not work together with autocratic regimes
such as Syria because they do not want to support dictatorships. This will make it difficult to find a global solution. Also a still very important topic is the including
of state terrorism.
As it is known Syria not only has realized harsh ac-

tions against civilians, it also will not agree to be seen
as a terrorist state that realizes terroristic actions.
There are also some differences in the attitudes towards media. For example China is used to control or
even ban social media platforms whilst on the other
hand western countries and also the African states prefer to just monitor the content of the internet. Therefore
probably there will be a faster agreement between the
African league and the western countries, but we still
have to wait until the first resolutions.
By Tatjana Hirte
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The solution to yesterday´s quiz

Today´s Schedule
09:00-12:00
12:00-01:30
01:30-06:00
08:00-09:30
09:30-00:00

Committee Session
Lunch
Committee Session
Nightwatchman Tour
Pub Crawl

Evening: Nightwatchman Tour
and Pub Crawl

We hope the hint regarding yesterday‘s pub quiz was helpful ;) We also congratulate
everyone who found the 11th mistake in the picture.

Today‘s evening holds two exciting
events for you, a nightwatchman tour
of Münster and a Pub Crawl through
Münster’s most famous bars in the so
called Kuhviertel afterwards. Definitely worth attending even if you already
did the city tour on registration day. You
will get to know more about Münster’s
sights and nightlife. Meeting point is at
the inner space of the Courtyard of the
Town Hall at 8 pm. To participate in the
pub crawl, you should be in front of the
Cathedral‘s main entrance at 9:30 pm.

In memory of Max Rößler
This year at MUIMUN, there is a
lot to celebrate but unfortunately one
person cannot be here with us who
would never have missed the opportunity to be a part of the jubilee conference. Max Rößler, a great friend
of many at MUIMUN passed away
last year at a much too young age. He
was a dedicated team member who
contributed especially to the PRTeam and this conference newspaper
in his uniquely creative manner. He
is and always will be sorely missed.

Crossword puzzle

By Mohamed Abd El-Kodous

1. American island (44-45-46-47-48-49)
2. Computer thief (44-45-55-65-75-76)
3. African country (27-37-47-57-67)
4. Verb (46-56-66-76)
5. Land surrounded by water (48-58-68-7879-80)
6. Easter country (49-39-29-19)
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7. German leader (44-34-24-144-5)
8. To destroy (80-70-60-50-40-30)
9. We live in technology ... (4-5-6)
10. Gun shooter (71-72-73-74-7576)
11. Poisoning reptile (71-61-5141-31)
12. Plants house (74-64-63-62)
13. European country (73-63-5343-33-23)
14. Arab singer (19-18-17-16-15)
15. Your goal must be… (7-8-910-20)
16. I have a … of peace (2-12-2232-42)
17. Always … and never give up
hope (1-11-21)
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